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How to do a Phonology Problem

1. Phonemic Analysis - How to analyze phonetic sounds to determine phonemes
A SAMPLE PROBLEM AND HOW TO WRITE UP YOUR ANSWER.

English
Instructions:  Consider the following phones: [t], [t], [ř] [], and [t=].  What is their
phonemic status - do they belong to the same phonemes or separate phonemes.  Support
your answer with evidence.

1) [tiym] ‘ team’   7)  [bæřr] ‘ batter’
2) [towr] ‘ tore’ 8)  [karn] ‘ carton’
3) [stiym] ‘ steam’ 9)  [bn] ‘ button’
4) [stowr] ‘ store’ 10) [eyt=] ‘ eight’
5) [bařl] ‘ bottle’ 11) [nayt=] ‘ night’
6) [křiy] ‘ kitty’

Step # 1 - List the environments where your phones occur.  Ask yourself, are any
words that are transcribed exactly the same and yet differ in our specific phones?

• Any Near-Identical Transcriptions?  Are there any two (or more) words that are
transcribed exactly the same but differ only in one sound?  

 ANSWER:  No

Since there are no two words that are transcribed exactly the same, there can not be
either minimal pairs or free variation (where two words are transcribed exactly the
same except for one sound and yet the word means the same thing, and the same thing,
respectively).

Therefore, we move on to the next step.  We must list the environments to determine
if we have complementary distribution or analogous environments.  (Since we only
have four sound-environment patterns to choose from, and have eliminated two, we
only have these two left.) Some Common Sound Environments are:

1.  Word Initially #__
2.  Word Finally     __#
3.  Between Vowels - any vowels V__V
4.  Between Consonants - any consonants C__C
5.  Before nasals - any nasals    __N
6.  After nasals - any nasals N __ 

You need to specifically list the environments, like this, until you can make the
generalizations above:
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• if a phone occurs always before i,    __i
• or between a and e a__e
• between e and d e__d

The space ___ is where your analyzed phone goes.

• List the environments:

   [t]  [t] [ř] [] [t=]
3)  s___          1)  #___i       5) a___l          8)  r___n      10) ey___# 
4)  s___      2)  #___o       6) ___iy      9)  ___n        11) ay___#

      7) æ___r

Step # 2 - Determine if there are patterns to the environments - Do the phones occur
in the same exact environment or in different environments?

• There are four Environment Patterns to choose from:
1) Minimal Pairs
2) Free Variation
3) Analogous Environments
4) Complementary Distribution

• Minimal Pairs and Free Variation - For each of these patterns, two (or
more) words in your data set must be transcribed completely the same except
for one phone.  This means that both words must have the exact same number
of phones, in the exact same order except for one.  In other words, what
becomes both before and after each phone must be identical.  The difference
between minimal pairs and free variation is that for:
minimal pairs the two words have different meanings 
whereas for 
free variation the words have the same meaning.  

 For example, Spanish [pio] 'I ask for'
[sio] 'been, past participle'

[p] and [s] are found in minimal pairs and thus belong to 
different phonemes. (Each word has a different meaning).

compated to:
Jaqaru [jaqi] 'people'

[jaqe] 'people'
[e] and [i] are found in analogous environments and thus
belong to the same phoneme.  (Each word has the same
meaning.)
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In other words, in minimal pairs the two sounds are used in that language
to contrast meaning in two different words  - since allophones of different
phonemes are used to contrast each other, because phonemes are contrastive,
these two phones must belong to different phonemes and native speakers must
"hear"/perceive them as different.

Likewise, in free variation the two sounds are not used in that language to
contrast meanings in two different words, but rather, are two
phonetically different ways of saying the same thing that make no
meaning difference whatsoever - since allophones of the same phoneme are
never contrastive with each other, these two phones must belong to the same
phoneme and native speakers must "hear"/perceive them as the same sound.

-----------------------------

• Analogous Environments and Complementary Distribution - For these
two patterns, you must analyze specific environments.  For analogous
environments you will find overlapping distribution, or environments which
are exactly similar immediately before and after your phone (the other phones
in the word may be different but you are only concerned with the two
immediate ones).  For Complementary Distribution, the environments are
never overlapping - where you find one phone you will never find the other.

In other words, in analogous environments the two sounds are used in
almost identical environments, as close to minimal pairs as you can find -
since allophones of different phonemes can occur in exactly the same
environments as each other and native speakers will "hear"/perceive a
difference between them because they are contrastive, phones in analogous
environments must belong to different phonemes and native speakers will
"hear"/perceive them as different.

In contrast, in complementary distribution, you have a Clark
Kent/Superman environment - where you see one phone, you never see
another.  Because allophones of different phonemes are contrastive, and
therefore can occur in the same environments, these phones must not be
contrastive, because one occurs in environment A and the other occurs in
environment B and neither occurs elsewhere.  These environments are
patterned and predictable, and therefore do not contrast with one another.
These phones then must belong to the same phoneme and native speakers will
perceive/"hear" them as the same.
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• To summarize:
• Two phones belong to different phonemes if they contrast in minimal pairs

or in analogous environments.
♦ Minimal Pair - words that are exactly the same, that have the exact same

phonetic transcription, but which contrast in only one speech sound - the
words that contrast in speech sounds have different meanings

♦ Analogous Environments - in this case, the phones are as close as they
can get to a minimal pair without actually having a minimal pair, the
phones occur in virtually all of the same overlapping environments 

• Two phones belong to the same phoneme if they do not contrast because
they are in complementary distribution or in free variation.
♦ Complementary Distribution - the Spiderman/Clark Kent phenomenon -

where you see one phone, you never see the other - in other words, each
speech phone occurs in its own environment that is not shared by another
speech phone

♦ Free Variation - the phones intermix with each other freely and there is
no difference in word meaning when they do

 SO WHAT IS THE PATTERN IN THE ABOVE PROBLEM?  The phones are in
complementary distribution.

Step # 3 - List the phonemic distribution.

After you have discovered the distribution of your phones, you need to write-up your
answers in correct phonological notation.

1.  The first step is to tell how you have come to your phonological conclusions - in other
words, what is your pattern and what does that pattern mean about your phones (do they
belong to the same or different phonemes)?

2.  Second, you need to arbitrarily choose one of the allophones to serve as your
phonemic symbol.  Because phonemes are abstractions, you can choose any symbol you
like.  It is easy if you have only one allophone because that can serve as your phonemic
symbol.

3.  Third, you need to list the distribution and conditioning environments (or numbers, if
free variation or minimal pairs) of the allophones.

You need all of this information to complete your answer.
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 ANSWER:  The phones [t], [t], [ř], [], and [t=] are found in complementary
distribution and thus belong to the same phoneme.  (STEP ONE)

/t/ (STEP TWO/STEP THREE)

[t]  s___
[t] #___
[ř] V___V (Syllable Nucleus)
[] ___N
[t=] ___#
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